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THE THERMODYNAMICS OF PORTFOLIOS�E.W. PiotrowskiInstitute of Theoretial Physis, University of BiaªystokLipowa 41, 15-424 Biaªystok, Polande-mail: ep�alpha.uwb.edu.pland J. SªadkowskiInstitute of Physis, University of SilesiaUniwersyteka 4, 40-007 Katowie, Polande-mail: sladk�us.edu.pl(Reeived November 10, 2000)We propose a new method of valuation of portfolios and their respetiveinvesting strategies. To this end we de�ne a anonial ensemble of portfoliosthat allows to use the formalism of thermodynamis.PACS numbers: 02.50.�r, 02.50.Le, 05.70.�a, 05.90 +m1. IntrodutionPhysiist, ontrary to mathematiians, have only oasionally investi-gated eonomi systems. Reently, however, a growing number of papersof relevane to eonomis is being published in physis journals and on-ferenes proeedings [1℄. Moreover, H. Markowitz enouraged outsiders toengage in researh on eonomis in his Nobel Prize Leture [2℄: �I believethat mirosopi market simulations have an important role to play in eo-nomis and �nane. If it takes people from outside eonomis and �nane� perhaps physiists � to demonstrate this role it won't be for the �rst timethat outsiders have made substantial ontribution to these �elds". Physi-ists have good ommand of stohasti proesses and statistial physis soit is hardly surprising that they suessfully use their minds to analysing� Presented at the XXIV International Shool of Theoretial Physis �TransportPhenomena from Quantum to Classial Regimes�, Ustro«, Poland, September 25�Otober 1, 2000. (597)



598 E.W. Piotrowski, J. Sªadkowskieonomi systems. Other physial onepts probably have analogue in eo-nomis, e.g. suh notion as gauge symmetry an be identi�ed in �nanialmarkets [3℄. Another important and exiting branh of �nanes is the port-folio theory [4℄. Here various physial onepts have diret analogies. Ultra-metriity [5℄ ommonly used in spin glasses an be used to desribe distanebetween stoks [6℄. Spin glasses seem to have lots in ommon with portfoliotheory [7, 8℄. We would like to propose a method of valuation of portfoliosand investing strategies that stems from thermodynamis. Investors andportfolio managers set up their portfolio aording to the market informa-tion available and their lore. They lose or gain. It is easy to gain whenall pries are raising and lose when everything is falling down. But whihpart of the gain is due to skill and qualities of the investor? Whih part issimple a result of the atual state of the market? Our model allows for atemperature like parameter that measures the quality and professionalismof the investor. 2. The portfolio desriptionA portfolio is a pakage of various assets (shares, bonds, derivative in-struments, et.) that an be exhanged on the market. If we denote byai; i = 0; 1; : : : N the unit of the i-th asset then the portfolio P asP = NXi=0 �iai ; (1)where �i 2 Z is the number of units of the i-th asset in the portfolio P . Theoe�ients �i an be negative beause the stok exhange regulations allowfor selling assets that the portfolio owner do not possesses (short selling).One usually supposes that one asset, say �0, in P an be exhanged with anyother asset at any time (money). An external observer desribes the movesperformed by the portfolio manager as a draw in the following lottery. Letpi; i = 1; :::; N be the probability of the purhase of the wi units of the i-thasset. The weights wi are given before the lottery ome into operation. Thevalue of the portfolio (return), �00�, ful�ls the following balane equationat an arbitrary moment after the draw:00� (0; : : : ; N ) + NXk=0 [� = k℄ kwk = 0 ; (2)where � denotes the random variable taking values from 0; : : : ; N , the assetsnumbers. The expression [sentene℄ takes value 0 or 1 if the sentene is falseor true, respetively (Iverson onvention) [9℄. The oe�ient i denotes the



The Thermodynamis of Portfolios 599present relative prie of a unit of the asset ai, i = uiui where ui is the presentprie of the i-th asset and ui its prie at the moment of drawing. At themoment of drawing the balane equation takes the form:00� (1; : : : ; 1) + NXk=0 [� = k℄wk = 0 ; (3)If �0 represents the basi urreny (money) used to de�ne the �nanialvalue of the portfolio then we have 0 = 1 during onsidered period. Onean show that the expetation value of w0 [� = 0℄ is the Legendre transformof the mean value of the portfolio.3. The anonial portfolioLet us onsider a portfolio de�ned by the weights wi and the uniformdistribution of probabilities p0 = p1 = : : : = pN = 1N+1 . This portfolio hasthe same expetation value of the return E(00�) as the uniform portfoliowith weights w0N+1 ; : : : ; wNN+1 (every asset is inluded). It is interesting to �ndout how many of the portfolio owners (managers) are in this situation. Tothis end we onsider two types of investors. The �rst group, alled zombies,onsists of investors whose moves on the market are fully deterministi. Theyreat aording to the market ondition distributing their apital into variousassets or not and at in the same way in the same situations. The seondgroup, alled gamblers, are indeterministi. Their moves an be di�erentin analogous market situations. This does not mean that gamblers oftenhange their strategies. We simply annot predit their moves beause partof their knowledge and past experienes are not available for us as externalobservers. Is there a qualitative way of measuring information on investor'sbehaviour? We do not onsider here mehanisms leading to dislosure ofinformation and its onsequenes. It seems reasonable that the measureS(p0; : : : ; pN ) we would like to use for measuring the investor behaviour (ormore preisely the lottery de�ned by the probabilities pi) be additive in thefollowing sense. It should not matter if the portfolio is onstruted in onedraw with the probabilities p0; p1; p2; : : : ; pN or with two subsequent drawswith probabilities p0p0+p1 ; p1p0+p1 and p0 + p1; p2; : : : ; pN . This leads to theequation: S (p0; p1; : : : ; pN ) = S (p0 + p1; p2; : : : ; pN )+ (p0 + p1)S� p0p0 + p1 ; p1p0 + p1� ; (4)



600 E.W. Piotrowski, J. Sªadkowskiwhere the arguments desribe probabilities of drawing (that is buying) ofthe assets. We will look for a solution ful�llingS (p0; p1; : : : ; pN ) = S (p0) + S (p1; p2; : : : ; pN ) : (5)Equations (4) and (5) after some standard algebrai manipulations leadto the following solution for the funtion S, see [10℄S (p0; p1; : : : ; pN ) = � NXk=0 pk ln pk : (6)For obvious reasons, we will all this funtion entropy. The number K := eSgives the e�etive number of assets in the portfolio: K is equal M if theweights are distributed uniformly between M assets, and is 1 if the portfolioontain a single asset.Let us now onsider the �Cartesian produt� of two statistially indepen-dent portfolios onsisting of N + 1 and M + 1 assets, respetively. ThenS(M+1)�(N+1) = � MXk=0 NXl=0 pkp0l ln �pkp0l�= � NXk=0 pk ln (pk)� NXl=0 p0l ln �p0l� = SM+1 + SN+1 (7)so the entropy is additive. We would like to ompare returns (�ahieve-ments�) of portfolio managers (owners). Therefore we lassify the investorsaording to the value of their portfolio. This would allows us to divide theappropriate returns into two parts orresponding to manager's lore and tideof the market. We will hoose the portfolios that maximize the entropy torepresent the lasses of investors. An �external� observer would know onlythe expetation value of returns. (We suppose that draws are not orrelatedand the market is e�ient.) Perhaps, it would be better to assume that thevalues of the random variable � orrespond to whole setors of the markets(e.g. oil ompanies) rather then to separate assets [1, 11℄. This means thatwe are looking for a onditional extrema of the funtion S(p0; : : : ; pN ). Theonditions are: NXk=0 pk = 1 (8a)and �00 (0; : : : ; N ) = E NXk=0 [� = k℄ kwk! : (8b)



The Thermodynamis of Portfolios 601We have weakened the balane ondition (2) to be ful�lled only on the ex-petation values level. The Lagrange method of �nding onditional extremarequires the following di�erential form to vanishdS (p0; : : : ; pN ) + �dE NXk=0 [� = k℄ kwk!+ d NXk=0 pk = 0 ; (9)where � and  are Lagrange multipliers. The substitution of equation (6)leads to the ondition � ln pk � 1 + �kwk +  = 0 (10)whih gives expliit dependene of the probabilities pk haraterizing themaximal entropy portfolio on the pries kpk = exp (�kwk +  + 1) : (11)The multiplier  an be eliminated by expliit normalization and the elimi-nation leads to Gibbs-like probability distributionpk (0; : : : ; N ) = exp (�kwk)PNk=0 exp (�kwk) : (12)Now we are in a position to de�ne the anonial statistial ensemble of in-vestors whih onsists of all investors that have got the same return. Theanonial ensemble desribes all strategies (zombies and gamblers) leadingto the same return. It an be represented by the portfolio maximizing the en-tropy (anonial portfolio). Choosing any other representative would meanlower entropy and as a result would give a bias to one strategy (knowl-edge). If one realls that K = expS gives the e�etive number of assetsin the portfolio then one immediately gets that the entropy S measuresalso the diversi�ation of the portfolios. The anonial portfolio is thesafest one in the lass of the same return. We will also de�ne the tem-perature T of the anonial ensemble as T := 1� and the statistial sum Zas Z (0; : : : ; N ) := PNk=0 exp(�kwk). If we keep the weights wk onstantthen the hanges of the pries k imply appropriate hanges of the value ofthe portfolio �00 (return). The expeted in�nitesimal hange of 00 is givenby �d00 (0; : : : ; N ) = dE (�w�) : (13)Having in mind that S = �PNk=0 pk ln pk = lnZ � �E (�w�) we an writedS = �PNk=0wk exp (�wkk) dkZ � �dE (kwk)= � NXk=0E ([� = k℄wk) dk � dE (�w�)! : (14)



602 E.W. Piotrowski, J. SªadkowskiThis implies that if we treat S as an independent variabled00 (0; : : : ; N ; S) + NXk=0wkdk = TdS ; (15)where wk denotes the mean ontent of the k-th asset in the portfolio. Now,the temperature of the portfolio T is equal toT = �00�S : (16)This temperature measures the hange of the portfolio value aused by itsentropy hange. As in lassial thermodynamis, we an formulate two prin-iples.The I priniple of the anonial ensemble: The hange of value of aanonial portfolio �00 onsists of two parts. The �rst one is equal to thehange the investors knowledge ÆQ and the seond is equal to hange of thevalues of ontent of the portfolio:d00 + ÆQ+ NXk=0wkdk = 0 : (17)The II priniple of the anonial ensemble: The value of lost investorsknowledge �ÆQ is proportional to the inrease in the entropy of its anonialensemble: ÆQ+ TdS = 0 : (18)Note that we have written ÆQ instead of the obvious dQ beause, in general,suh a funtion Q does not exist. Following the development of thermody-namis we will de�ne the free value �F of the anonial portfolio as:F (0; : : : ; N ; T ) := 00 (0; : : : ; N ; S)� TS : (19)This allows for the formulation of the two priniples of the anonial ensem-ble in a balane-like equation:dF (0; : : : ; N ; T ) + SdT + NXk=0wkdk = 0 (20)whih ombined with the de�nition of the entropy S gives



The Thermodynamis of Portfolios 603�F = T lnZ (21a)and �00 = � lnZ�� : (21b)The name free value an be justi�ed as follows. Let us suppose that duringthe market evolution (hanges of the pries k) the lass of the investor doesnot hange (T = onst). Then the hanges of values of the assets in theportfolio, PNk=0wkdk are measured by hanges of the potential F . Suha proess an be referred to as isothermal. �T an be interpreted as prieof a unit of the entropy S. The entropy of a anonial portfolio inreaseswhen the absolute value of the parameter T inreases. This means that anamateur pays more than a professional investor for errors of the same order.But if the temperature is negative an amateur gets more from erroneousdeisions. A portfolio with T < 0 and small entropy an only be onstrutedby a speialist who uses his knowledge in reverse. After hanging signs of theweights wk (short position) suh a portfolio gives exellent returns. Note thatdue to the additivity of entropy the temperature of the portfolio onstrutedby merging two portfolios with temperature T but built in di�erent marketsetors equals T .It would be helpful to give some �esh to the above onsideration byworking out a numerial example. Let us onsider two investors Alie andBob. Both have the same initial apital, say $1 and, besides money, thereare only two assets available on the market, a1 and a2. Bob (a zombie)divided his apital into two equal parts and spent them on both assets.Alie (a zombie, a pro?) spent a quarter of her apital on a1 and keptthe rest. Suppose now that after some time the prie of the asset a1 wentdown by 20% and the prie of the asset a2 inreased by 30% that is therelative pries are now 1 = 0:8 and 2 = 1:3. This means that Alie's andBob's portfolios gave the returns A00 = 0:95 and B00 = 1:05, respetively(we have negleted the interest rates). The temperatures are TA = �0:46and TB = 2:55, respetively (only two deimal positions are kept). Bob hasgot better return then Alie even though TB > TA. This is beause Bobalone makes pro�t from his knowledge (TB is positive). But the authorswould prefer Alie to Bob as an investment adviser beause when one listento her advises and ats ontraditory to them one gets better return thenBob's. Alie's knowledge is greater than Bob's beause if j TB j>j TA j thenSB > SA.



604 E.W. Piotrowski, J. Sªadkowski4. ConlusionsWe have proposed a method that allows numerially measure investorsqualities. Inspired by thermodynamis, we were able to de�ne anonialensembles of portfolios, the temperature of portfolios and, possibly, variousthermodynamis-like potentials. We have used the relative pries k of theassets that have diret interpretation. The theory of �nanial market wouldprefer a ovariant desription of the portfolio. This an be easily ahievedby replaing the parameters 00; 1; : : : ; N by their natural logarithms (thatis integrals of the instantaneous interest rates)ln j 00 j ! 00 ; (22a)ln j k j ! k ; (22b)j k jj 00 j wk ! wk : (22)We imagine that analogous methods an be developed for valuation ofredit repayment senarios or bonds under the stohasti behaviour of in-terest rates. REFERENCES[1℄ R.N. Mantegna, H.E. Stanley, An Introdution to Eonophysis, CambridgeUniversity Press, Cambridge 2000.[2℄ S. Moss de Oliveira, P.M.C. de Oliveira, D. Stau�er, Evolution, Money, Warand Computers, Teubner, Stuttgart 1999, p.120.[3℄ K. Ilinski, J. Phys. A33, L5 (2000).[4℄ H. Markowitz, Portfolio Seletion: E�ient Diversi�ation of Investment,J. Wiley, New York 1959.[5℄ R. Rammal, G. Toulouse, M.A. Virasoro, Rev. Mod. Phys. 58, 765 (1986).[6℄ R. Mantegna, Eur. Phys. J. B11, 193 (1999).[7℄ S. Galluio, J.P. Bouhaud, J.P. Potters, Physia A259, 449 (1998).[8℄ A. Gabor, I. Kondor, Physia A274, 222 (1999).[9℄ R.L. Graham, D.E. Knuth, O. Patashnik, Conrete Mathematis, Addison-Wesley, Reading 1994.[10℄ C.E. Shannon, Bell System Tehn. J. 27, 379 and 623 (1948).[11℄ R.N. Mantegna, Eur. Phys. J. B11, 193 (1999); ond-mat/9802256.


